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Abstract

Learning packaging design requires knowledge of the design theory and practice of packaging making that
can then be applied in the community. Our packaging design class was first implemented as a regular
program for five years and has been a service-learning (S-L) program for 13 years. We observed that the
quality of packaging design learning improved after implementing the S-L program. In order to iden-
tify an effective program, we examined packaging design learning by comparing classes that use a regu-
lar program to classes that implement the S-L program. We collected the data from students’ reflections
and interviews with them. The study outcomes provide important discussions about S-L programs and how
students enhance their learning by moving from passive through active learning to solve real design prob-
lems. Through the experiences of dealing with real clients and problems, students develop their sense of civic
responsibility and citizenship. Moreover, students have contributed their packaging design to the welfare of
urban and rural people in need. Regarding character development, students become more concerned with
their attitudes. In addition to the positive outcomes from a S-L program, we also evaluate some challenges
related to economic, cultural, and social aspects of S-L. The S-L program helps us to solve real problems in
packaging design.

Introduction

The Visual Communication Design Department at Petra Christian University has held packaging design
classes as an elective since 2000. In 2000–2005, we implemented a traditional program. During that time, our
class objectives were to introduce packaging design and the kinds of elements needed in designing packaging
so students could implement effective plans using modern equipment. The class curriculum offered beginning
knowledge about packaging and development as well as about the impact of packaging design on marketing
and other factors supporting the packaging design process (Jurusan Deskomvis, 2006). At that time, students
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learned about packaging design and made their packaging design as creative as possible for the main purpose of 
getting grades and exhibiting their work. Students struggled to make their packaging design effort connect as 
closely as possible with the examples and theory taught in class. We regretted to see that the wonderful work of 
students was only for display but could not be used for society.

Then, in 2006, our packaging design class tried to implement service-learning (S-L) for the first time. We rec-
ognized that S-L is a teaching and learning approach that integrates community service with academic studies. 
S-L can enrich students’ learning, teach them civic responsibility, and also strengthen communities. It engages 
students in addressing real unmet needs or issues in a community and actively involves them in decision-mak-
ing at all levels of the process (National Commission on Service Learning, 2002). We believed that by imple-
menting S-L, students could contribute their knowledge to the community and enhance the quality of their 
study of packaging design. As Campbell said, S-L is a type of experiential learning that engages students in 
service within the community as an integrated aspect of a course. Students participate in an organized service 
activity and reflect on that activity in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a broader 
appreciation of the discipline, and an enhanced sense of personal values and civic responsibility. Service-Learn-
ing engages students in active, collaborative, and inquiry-based learning experiences that meets identified com-
munity needs (Campbell, 1998).

According to Campbell, through a S-L program, students can have opportunities to engage with the com-
munity in active learning, which often leads to greater involvement and a more fulfilling educational experi-
ence. Higher education students need to disseminate and apply their knowledge (Rao, 2003).

After a few years of implementing a S-L program in packaging design, we found some different conditions 
between the regular program class and the S-L program. In the S-L model, we discovered that the connection 
between theoretical and practical that occurs when students are involved with the community could not be 
found in the regular program. As Buchanan said regarding the design field, a designer needs to experience a 
problem in real situation. It is time for school to deal with design requirements as professionals do. It is an 
immediate problem to integrate design into industry to answer the cultural question about the role of design 
in modern world and how it can contribute to human experience (Buchanan, 1995, p. 82).

We found some advantages in the S-L program that benefited our students. We noticed that our students 
participated well in the S-L program, and the outcomes enhanced their learning ability in technical and soft 
skills. This article tries to examine how the S-L program enhanced the learning of packaging design, especially 
by analyzing the class that took part in the S-L program. Hopefully we can clearly see the advantages and the 
obstacles and share the strategies in integrating the advantages of both methods to make better S-L programs.

Methods

This research primarily used qualitative methods. The data from the regular class was based on our observa-
tions in classes and supported by interviews with tutors. Meanwhile, the data from the S-L program was based



on the students’ reflections. An important part of S-L is the making of reflection reports. Reflection involves
students writing down their thoughts, feelings, and ideas (Winings, 2002, p. 114). Reflection helps students
to: (a) evaluate the program constructively, (b) evaluate their own contributions to the project, (c) assess fac-
tors that may have created the problem, and (d) evaluate appropriate responses and resolutions to the problem
(Winings, 2002, p. 111). In this research, reflection reports were the primary resource that helped us to eval-
uate students’ experiences in the S-L program in order to enhance the quality of future programs. The reflec-
tion process was a critical part of the S-L experience, because student reflections bridged the community service
activities and the educational content of the course in a way that produced new learning that could not be
found in the course content (Bringle & Hatcher, 2010, p. 5).

Reflection is an essential way for students to bridge doing and understanding (Dubinsky, 2006, p. 307). In
total, there were 377 reflection reports from 2006–2018. We have selected the best reflection reports based on
project evaluations, narrative ability, field of knowledge, and honesty. We classified the selected quotes based
on the theory of Waterman (1997) that categorizes the outcomes of a good S-L program. Parts of students’
reflections are quoted to clarify analysis. As Bringle and Hatcher (2010) posit, quotes are one of the strategies
to represent student’s experience with service-learning. It also describes thoughts about the service experience
(Gateway Technical College, 2013, p. 14). Quotes give an expressive model, which could result in more authen-
tic, varied responses that address areas of student concern (Sturgill & Motley, 2014, p. 85).

Mechanism of Regular and S-L Program in
Packaging Design Class

In 2000, when the packaging design class started for the first time, the course consisted of 60 students. During
the semester, students only studied in class and did some small tasks individually. Then we thought about
developing a project, creating a studio, and hiring tutors to assist some students with their projects. So in the
next two years, we offered packaging design knowledge in theory and also practice. Lecturers taught in class,
and four tutors assisted students with their projects in the studio. We also limited the number of students; the
average number of students in class was between 24 to 40 students, so each tutor assisted 6 to 10 students.
Sometimes students worked individually, but most of the time they met in groups. Students learned about
packaging design theory, completed a big project in the middle of the semester, and had an evaluation at the
end of semester. In accordance with the current curriculum that focuses on marketing, students were required
make their packaging design as unique and creative as possible. In total, our students made about 300 packag-
ing designs in five years.
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Figure 1. Class and studio learning.

In 2006, when we began to implement the S-L program, we still adopted class and studio learning and limited
the number of students to approximately the same as the previous, regular program. Students, in groups or
individually, met a micro industry and helped them to solve the problem related to their packaging design.
At first, the S-L program focused on helping micro industries in urban areas like Surabaya and Sidoarjo. Stu-
dents had to find a micro industry that needed help in designing their packaging. All groups of students created
the design, and in addition, some groups also did product registration for the micro industries. In total, there
were 30 students, and they produced seven packets of packaging designs. From 2007 to 2009, facilitated by
the Community Outreach Centre, the packaging design class of the Visual Communication Design major at
Petra Christian University implemented S-L to assist micro industries organized by the Family Empowerment
and Welfare Executive Committee in Kediri district (PKK Kabupaten Kediri) (Natadjaja & Cahyono, 2009).
In 2007, there were 30 students that produced 15 packaging designs. In 2008, there were 34 students and 34
packaging designs; in 2009, there were 31 students and 31 packaging designs. In total, 80 packaging designs
were made for the micro industries in Kediri for the duration of three years.

In 2010, we helped four micro industries in Rungkut, a sub-district of Surabaya. There were 32 students
involved and four packets of packaging design produced. In 2011, 31 students helped micro industries in
Surabaya and produced 15 packaging designs. In 2012, there were 24 students and 24 packaging designs for
micro industries. In 2013, there were 34 students who tried to help six micro industries from Madiun. From
2006 until 2013, we mostly designed packaging for snacks or beverages, but in 2014, we selected clients that
produce products that cannot be consumed. In 2014, there were 40 students that helped 20 micro industries
from Surabaya, our hometown. In 2015, with 34 students, they contributed 17 packaging designs. In 2016,
facilitated by the Community Outreach Program, we cooperated with the Mojokerto district to help their
Family Empowerment and Welfare Executive Committee to produce 15 packagings that were designed by 30
students. In 2017, the number of packaging classes was decreased because of the offering of new elective classes;
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with 10 students in 2017 and 17 students in 2018, we helped micro industries that supported multinational
companies and produced 10 and 17 packagings. So, in total, from 2006–2018, we have collected 377 reflection
reports from 377 packaging design students and have produced 215 packaging designs that have contributed
to urban and rural communities.

Table 1.
The Number of Students, Reflection Reports,

and Packaging Designs in S-L Program,
2006–2018

No. Year
Number
of
students

Reflection
reports

Packaging
Designs

1. 2006 30 30 7

2. 2007 30 30 15

3. 2008 34 34 34

4. 2009 31 31 31

5. 2010 32 32 4

6. 2011 31 31 15

7. 2012 24 24 24

8. 2013 34 34 6

9. 2014 40 40 20

10. 2015 34 34 17

11. 2016 30 30 15

12. 2017 10 10 10

13. 2018 17 17 17

Total 377 377 215

We have adopted class and studio learning both in the regular program and in our S-L program. Studio
learning is effective for students to get some useful information about their design from their tutor. In the S-L
program, the role of the lecturer and tutor are not only as educators but also as facilitators between students
and their clients. We have the same learning process between the regular and the S-L program, which includes
class learning, studio learning, design process, and at the end of the semester, students must have an exhibition.
In the S-L class, students also have a field experience. They must interact with the printing industry in order to
implement their design. Students must package their clients’ products in new packagings, hold an exhibition,
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Figure 2. The consultation process and presentation of
new packaging design.

Figure 3. The process of packaging the
product.
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and sell the products. In addition to students receiving a grade, the exhibition and sales are done in apprecia-
tion to the micro industry (Natadjaja & Cahyono, 2009).



Figure 4. Exhibition and selling.

Figure 5. Packaging design by students (from above: Sinta
Gunawan, Steven Gunawan, Mariske Budiman, and Ivana
Wayadi).
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Table 2.
Learning Process in Regular and S-L Program

No.

REGULAR PROGRAM S-L PROGRAM

Learning Process Interaction Learning Process Interaction

1. Class learning Student-lecturer Class learning Student-lecturer
2. Studio learning Student-tutor Studio learning Student-tutor
3. Design process Student-tutor Design process Student

4. – – Field experience Student-client-tutor

5. – – Design implementation Student-industry
(printing)

6. Exhibition Student-tutor Exhibition & product
selling Student-client-tutor

The Outcomes of a S-L Program

Reflection is a conscious review of the day’s or week’s events and activities with the purpose of finding mean-
ing. It is the opportunity to look back on our actions and experiences so as to help us “shape our future,
actions, goals, and beliefs” (Goldsmith, 1995, p. 1). It is through reflection that the students will actually see
what they are learning (Eyler, Giles, & Schmiede, 1996). In this research, we analyzed some reflections only
from the packaging class that implemented the S-L program because students did not make reflections in the
regular program. Reflection reports are very helpful to get a description about what the students think, feel,
and do while they did the project. According to Waterman, most developers categorize the outcomes of a good
S-L programs in four areas: (a) enhancing learning through active learning, (b) promoting of character devel-
opment, (c) nurturing a sense of civic responsibility and citizenship, and (d) making a contribution to the com-
munity.

Enhancing Active Learning

In the traditional approach, or as referred to in this article, the regular program, students spent most of the
time listening and watching the lecturer in the classroom. The students worked individually on assignments,
and cooperation was limited (Bonwell & Eison, 1991). Analysis of the research literature suggests that students
must be actively involved. They must do more than just listen to the lecturer in the classroom. Students should
be able to do activities like read, write, discuss in order to solve the problem. Moreover, students must engage
in many tasks that require higher-order thinking such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Chickering and
Gamson, 1987). However, active learning also emphasizes exploration of students’ values and attitudes (Brame,
2016). In their seminal work Active Learning: Creating Excitement in the Classroom, Bonwell and Eison (1991)
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defined active learning as “instructional activities involving students in doing things and thinking about what
they are doing” (p. iii).

The research outcomes indicate that S-L can enhance the quality of the learning of packaging design. In the
class, students received theoretical knowledge, and with that theory they were able to make a good design. In
the regular program, a good design could be made only with a computer and printer; students just needed to
print their design. But in the S-L program, in order for the design to be used by the clients, students had to
print their designs in larger quantities, like in the industry, with screen printing or offset printing. Because of
this condition, students had to learn about choosing materials, printing techniques and processes, managing
time and budget. Students also had to compare the theory that they learn in class and implementation in the
field. They were fascinated with the images of modern packaging design in books and were willing to make
their designs look like them. Students who had clients with less financial means felt jealous toward students
who had clients with greater means. Instead of focusing on their own design and thinking about making pack-
aging with minimal budgets, they blamed a low budget for not being able to create a good design.

Budgeting was one of the main challenges in this project and was one of the factors that distinguished
between the regular and S-L programs. Students did not have experience with a real budget, so they had to be
very careful not to make their clients suffer a financial loss because of their expensive packaging design. Stu-
dents did not want to make the least expensive design, because they did not want their design to look cheap.
Here students learned by themselves how to calculate packaging budget that is suitable for their clients.

I’m not only concerned about the design but also the needs of clients, I have to be able to calculate the cost which
will be spent on packaging according to the product sales and adjusted to the profit of the product so that the
packaging is not too expensive or too cheap. I have to know what kind of design is desired and needed by the
market and the characteristics of the product to be designed. In addition, I gain knowledge about how to print
(prepress, press and post-press), kinds of materials used, printing techniques, printing processes, and finishing
techniques, such as cutting, folding, and packing. (Chrysantia US-42407007)

In addition, besides gaining knowledge about packaging design, it turns out that many students learned about
the products that are packaged. Usually their micro industry clients gave some information about the charac-
teristics of their products, how they manage to get the raw materials, how to process and sell them. A major
component of S-L is the constant exchange that takes place between the student performing the service and
the individual or agency receiving the service. It is this notion of reciprocity that distinguishes S-L from other
forms of experiential learning. The nature of this exchange is one of mutual respect, learning, and development
(Winings, 2002, p. 11). It turns out that through the interaction and relation with the community, students
not only contributed to the community but also gained knowledge that they could not obtain in the class-
room.

The jackfruit chips are produced seasonally only, and producers do not have any supply after the jackfruit season
ends. Consumers will be disappointed if they want to buy jackfruit chips, but the product is not produced,
especially when the existing name and labeling (brand) are known and sought-after by people. (Devi Dianita
Ganiarsa-42405006)
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We also got a bit of knowledge from Mangrove plants. It turns out that it can be cultivated and produced to
various kinds of products to be sold. (Marsellina-42407159)

The spirit of active learning is aimed at gaining knowledge as well as sharing knowledge. Even though the stu-
dents do the assignments individually, discussion is done in groups. For students, learning new things and
meeting new people was a challenge that had positive impact.

I learned from friends that everything done alone is unpleasant, working on things together is very useful. I
learned new things that I’ve never known before and met people that I never get to meet before in my social envi-
ronment. (Mariske-42414065)

Strengthen the Character Development through the Gaps

Modern education is mostly focused on students’ academic and physical development. In the modern era, edu-
cators begin to recognize the need for new but still traditional approaches to education that not only emphasize
intellectual development but also strengthen character development. Character education is an approach to
education that integrates values, ethics, emotional maturity, and a sense of civics. A comprehensive definition
of character includes thoughts, emotions, and actions (Spallino, 2017).

In spite of all the good things that happened in the S-L program, we saw different social backgrounds create
some gaps between the students and clients. We found that there are some obstacles faced by students related
to economic, cultural, and social gaps.

Most of the students think that a good design must be expensive, so integrating it to the need of a small
budget is difficult. Financial aspects became a sensitive topic; most of the students avoided asking clients about
their financial condition much less to fund part of their projects. Sometimes, students believed that their clients
were economically deprived, so they made the design as cheap as possible. However, some students encouraged
themselves to ask for financial support from their clients, even though only a few of them succeeded. The way
they communicated and their attitude determined the success or failure of negotiations with clients.

Integrating the need and the financial factor is extremely difficult, because of the opposite character of them. But
this is a new knowledge that must be learned by the designer. In S-L, the designer must know the preferences of
the wider public, and also the interest of the market. (Devi Dianita Ganiarsa-42405006)

An important result of S-L is that the students have experience dealing with real clients and real problems.
They must not follow their ego but understand their clients’ needs. The control of the ego is related to not only
the design process but also the students’ relations to friends in their team and clients. This packaging design
project must be done until it can be used by the client. Students must really consider their clients’ requests.
Here, students also learn to have empathy and self-control.

Through S-L, I was “challenged” not only to struggle with my “ego” in my design, but also was demanded to see
reality, both in terms of sale prices, characteristics, and consumer products. (Grace Giovani S-42407060)
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Social interactions in this S-L program had a positive impact on the formation of student character. They
learned to behave, to persuade, and to control their emotions.

I learn how to advise clients but do not offend clients’ opinions. I learn to persuade clients to agree with me and
I learn to be patient when she asks me to revise my design repeatedly. (Ivana H. Wijaya-42415125)

Here we see that the real client and real project can become a positive boundary in the way that the students
should position themselves in the client’s point of view. As Winings said, “As young people develop, learning
about boundaries, societal rules and self-discipline are important concepts to acquire. This is often a challeng-
ing and difficult lesson for young people to master. With their tremendous energy, dynamism and creativity,
learning to control those impulses and to become responsible young men and women was not easy. But we
knew that it is necessary” (p. 39).

Civic Responsibility and Citizenship

The term “civic responsibility” means not only to live in a democracy but also to practice the ideas of citizen-
ship: social responsibility, civic engagement, and community involvement. Active participation in the public
life of a community in an informed, committed, and constructive manner, with a focus on the common good,
can be civic responsibility (Gottlieb & Robinson, 2006). Pluralism enriches students’ education, helps them to
respect differences, and helps them work for the common good (Campus Compact, 1999). Some people think
that civic responsibility and citizenship only relate to human rights and civic obligations, state responsibil-
ity, law enforcement, democracy, or national pluralism, but civic responsibility and citizenship have a broader
meaning.

My idea of citizenship has changed as a result of service learning. Before this assignment, I believed that citi-
zenship was only about voting and abiding by laws. We need to endorse our political efficacy … A civil society
lacking active citizens possesses no enrichment, diversity, or meaning. —Service-learning student, Miami-Dade
Community College

Students not only develop their hard skills but also become more concerned with their attitudes, especially
how to be polite and how to use proper language visually and verbally. Students will be challenged in terms of
attitudes and habits through the service component. Compassion and empathy naturally emerge as a result of
their project work (Winings, 2002, p. 19).

Many times communication became the main problem in this project. There was a language barrier between
students and micro industries. Mostly our students speak Bahasa Indonesian in their daily lives, but their
clients speak Javanese, and few of them speak Maduranese. During interactions with the manufacturers, there
were difficulties in terms of communication and also the frequent occurrence of miscommunication between
students and producers. Usually students solve the problem by using formal and polite language in Bahasa
Indonesia in order to avoid their client becoming offended or have misunderstandings. Even though students
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With this Service-Learning method, I learn how to deliver materials and messages to others (micro industry) by
using the language that can be grasped and understood by them. Our clients come from ethnic Madura, so we
had to use a language that is really formal. In designing the packaging, we need to have intensive communication
and interaction with the clients. (Sinta Gunawan-42408044)

There were different educational backgrounds between students and clients. Because of that, students experi-
enced that it was easier for them to relate to their tutor than to their client. In a positive way, students saw the
social gaps as a challenge to understand their clients and to have a strategy to convince them.

Presenting the concept of design that I created in front of the small entrepreneur is very different from pre-
senting it to the tutor. It must have been because of their different backgrounds with our tutor. Different back-
grounds would require different approaches. How to choose your words that must be used in order to convey
the design concepts that make it easily understood. (Yose Yoewono-42407093)

By impacting a student’s scope of the country, the S-L program can trigger civic responsibility on a larger scale,
including a desire to be involved in social activities through the city government.

In the future if there is an opportunity, I can cooperate with the TATARUPA movement, a Service-Learning
activity that improves Surabaya’s economy run by Kreavi and Surabaya Economic Heroes. (Mariske-42414065;
Joanna Widjaja-42414027)

The Contribution of Packaging Design to the Community

The students’ designs were not just graded and exhibited, but their designs were donated and implemented.
Through S-L, some students have contributed to the welfare of urban and rural people in need. Some students
felt very happy and satisfied to see their design was appreciated and used by their client. In the S-L program,
students not only contributed their ideas and knowledge in the form of design but also involved their “hearts”
for their clients. They felt happy when their clients recognized their design and vice versa. They felt inner satis-
faction with the result.

When I can manage to make packaging design, and gave it to Mrs. Erlin, I feel very happy. That’s because my
packaging design can help Nata Cake business that is not widely known. I feel happy to work together in help-
ing the community, especially the micro industry. There is also a sense of satisfaction because the client will make
real packaging in mass production. Mrs. Erlin is quite satisfied with the results of the packaging and Point of
Purchase (POP) which is displayed. (Lenny Andriani-42408024)
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faced difficulties, some of them could see the obstacles in a positive light. They became appreciative of cul-
tural diversity, through the difference of religions, languages, ethnicities, education, social and economic back-
grounds, etc.



Solving Real Design Problems in Packaging Design

Based on those data, we tried to analyze both the regular class and the S-L program. Students in the regular
program were mostly focused on the design process. The class emphasis was usually on skill level, like how to
make a unique, creative, elegant, or modern packaging design. The class projects resulted in students intent
on making expensive and complicated packaging design structures. Students referred to the books of packag-
ing design for the making of ideas and design concepts. Students did not have to take budget into account,
so their designs were sometimes unrealistic to implement because they cost too much. Students also did not
have field experience; they did the designs at home and only asked opinions of their tutor. Students in the reg-
ular program only needed to make a few models of their designs, so they did not need to go to the industry to
have screen printing or offset printing. Because of that, students had less technical knowledge. At the end of
the semester, they had to exhibit their products, and after their tutor gave marks, they could then bring their
designs home. The number of packaging designs in the exhibit increased each year because of the competition
among students.

We saw that this kind of learning only focused on acquiring a good grade and compliments on the students’
designs. At the end, their designs could not be implemented because of their complex packaging structures
technically and they were unrealistic financially. Finally, the students only made fictitious designs for their port-
folio (Wijayanti, Maer, & Fabrianne, 2017). Because students in the regular program did not have real clients,
they did not have field experience, they did not have interactions with other people with different backgrounds,
therefore the packaging design class only focused on solving design problems. Once their designs were graded,
they finished their jobs. They did not have other responsibilities regarding the implementation of their designs.
The works of students were not usable, even though there were many people who needed their packaging
designs.

Real clients and real problems in S-L have a huge impact on the students’ learning process. In the design
process, the existence of the real clients gave some boundaries related to time management and budget. “The
other part of this lesson is learning to keep one’s word, becoming a person of integrity and someone who can
be trusted” (Winings, 2002, p. 39). Students had to keep their promise to their clients. Students made creative
designs with realistic budgets. Students implemented their design, so they had to learn many things related to
technical matters, like prepress, press, and post-press. In class, students could still get some advice from their
tutor. However, the way that they communicated with their clients was totally different. Language became a
barrier. Petra’s students come from many other places in Indonesia and are not only from the Java island, so
some students found it difficult to know what their clients said, moreover understand their clients’ needs. Even
though our students are born in Java, most cannot speak Javanese, especially fine Javanese language. In this sit-
uation, both students and their clients had to speak properly using the formal language Bahasa Indonesia.

Students also faced significant economic, cultural, and social gaps because they have different backgrounds.
Eventually, this situation affected the students’ attitudes; they do not want their clients to get offended, so they
had to use proper language, dress politely, and make themselves well prepared. This condition made the stu-
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dents have self-control. On one hand, students fulfilled their clients’ needs, but on the other hand, students had 
to apply their design knowledge and understand their client. The gaps between students and clients became 
the means of learning through which to strengthen students’ character development. In the S-L program, stu-
dents contributed their packaging design to the community, so they designed with empathy because they were 
solving real problems, not only design problems.

The regular program mostly focused on the design, whereas the S-L program had broader concern in both 
design as well as human understanding. It emphasized hard skills as well as soft skills. Not only were students 
concerned about design, but they also had to be concerned with design skills, technical knowledge, and man-
agement skills. At the soft skill level, communication skills were needed so that there was no misunderstanding 
among students, their clients, and tutors. Moreover, when they were dealing with clients, they paid attention 
to their attitude and applied their empathetic perspective to the project. Working in different environments 
also made them respect differences and be more responsible. We believe that designing with a “heart” created a 
different impact for both the students and clients.



Table 3.
Outcomes in Regular and S-L Program
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Figure 6. The goals of regular and S-L programs.

Conclusions

This study of packaging design related not only to technical skills. A regular program gave students the ability
to create unique, creative, elegant, and modern packaging designs, but the designs were expensive and com-
plicated to implement. However, the S-L program gave students the opportunity to deal with real clients, so
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their designs had to be realistic for use by micro industries. Moreover, the goal of the S-L program was to solve
the problems of the clients. In contrast, the regular class only created designs that were mostly fictitious. A S-L
program also provides valuable learning outside of theory and in terms of communication, such as self-control
and empathy. The limitations that the students faced were not always negative but could be positive experi-
ences as well. There were also different aspects of the S-L program when considering a client’s boundaries. We
saw that these boundaries helped to prepare students to meet real clients in their future careers. Besides gain-
ing technical skills, students had to develop their soft skills. In the S-L program, students had to be well pre-
pared before they met their clients, as compared to meeting with their tutors. We saw this as a good experience.
Students learned how to deal with clients with different economic, cultural, and social backgrounds. They felt
they had to understand their clients’ needs. Students often felt that because of the budget, they could not cre-
ate a good design. However, this challenged students to make creative designs with a limited budget. Students
perceived obstacles in various ways, but through the difficulties we believe that they can improve the quality of
their designs.

From the students’ reflections, we saw that S-L enhances active learning, develops students’ civic responsibil-
ity and citizenship, develops the students’ character, and contributes packaging design to the community. S-L
turns obstacles into challenges and problems into solutions. The S-L program made us reform our curriculum
of the packaging design class. Our new objective became to provide knowledge about packaging design in both
theory and application, from idea to final form, to provide an experience for students in packaging design, and
to create real solutions for factual packaging design problems (DKV Guide Book, 2014). Even now, the S-L
program could still enhance the learning of packaging design in the ways that students show their technical and
soft skills.

This study has some limitations. First, data collected by examining selected students’ reflections have poten-
tial inadequacy, as Visual Communication Design students prefer things that are visual (such as drawing)
rather than verbal (such as writing). Some students could not express what they felt and thought about service-
learning well. Second, a specific field of study (packaging design) makes a specific approach for learning. Fur-
ther study in another field of design is needed to look into different approaches.
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